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Meet Guide Spencer Clark and Breaking Bass Guide Service

Are you ready to embark on the fishing adventure of a lifetime? Look no further than Guide Spencer Clark and his Breaking Bass Guide Service in Branson!


Guide Spencer Clark is a seasoned professional fisherman and guide, boasting a wealth of experience in competitive fishing all across the United States. With U.S. Coast Guard licenses under his belt and numerous championship victories, including the prestigious FLW College Fishing Regional Championship and the Major League Fishing BFL Regional Championship, fishing is more than a profession—it's his unwavering passion. Spencer thoroughly enjoys imparting his knowledge to others, including young anglers, by teaching them new techniques and tactics. In his role as a guide, Spencer's primary goal is to provide his customers with unforgettable and educational fishing excursions in the breathtaking Branson area.


His fishing expertise spans a wide spectrum of techniques and environments, with a particular focus on lake fishing. Whether it's the finesse of light tackle fishing, the brute force of heavy tackle fishing, or the precision of bottom fishing, Spencer is a master of them all. He's equally at home with spinning and jigging methods, showcasing a versatile skill set that allows him to adapt to various fishing conditions and species. With a deep understanding of each technique, Spencer is dedicated to ensuring that his clients have a tailored and successful fishing experience, no matter their preferred approach or the target catch.


Boat details
Our boat of choice is the 21' Nitro, a sleek and robust bass boat. Its power is harnessed by a formidable 225HP Mercury engine, ensuring swift navigation on the water. With a generous capacity, this vessel can comfortably accommodate up to four guests, promising an exciting and spacious fishing adventure.

BOOK NOW Book with Breaking Bass Guide Service today


Breaking Bass Guide Service ensures an exceptional day on the water that will leave everyone eager for a return trip.



Breaking Bass Guide Service Available Trips








WHAT'S INCLUDED
Expertise & Attributes

fishing Attributes
Nature / Wildlife Views
Live Bait
Good with Large Groups
Good with Kids



Gear & Equipment

Available Fishing Gear
Live Bait
Lures
Reels
Rods



Good to Knows

Trip Includes
Rods, reels & tackle
Live Bait
Lures
Catch cleaning & filleting


What to bring:
Food and drinks
Sun protection (sunscreen, hats, and sunglasses)
Wear weather-appropriate clothing


DEPOSIT: A deposit is required for all bookings and will be applied at checkout 
 
BALANCE: The remaining balance is due on the trip date as either Credit or Cash.  
 
GUEST CANCELLATION: In the event that you must cancel your booking, you must do so 14 days prior to your trip date to receive a refund on your deposit. Rescheduling is encouraged and dependent on guide availability. 
 
GUIDE CANCELLATION: In the rare event that your guide must cancel due to inclement weather, health, or equipment issues, you will have the option to reschedule your charter for a later date or receive a refund on your deposit. 
 
TIPPING: Tips to your guide are greatly appreciated for your quality trip. 







PARTNERSHIPS
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Build Your Trip Now
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Branson's Best Fishing Guides

Experience the thrill of reeling in trophy bass! Book your adventure with Guide Spencer Clark and Breaking Bass Guide Service today and be prepared to embark on an adrenaline-fueled journey like no other. Limited spots available, so seize this opportunity now before it swims away – your epic catch awaits!

More about Breaking Bass Guide Service
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